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What We’re Facing 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These images may be familiar to you. They represent some of the most pressing problems with San Francisco’s transportation system.It can be stressful to get around in San FranciscoWe have a lot of cracked and potholed roadsMuni can be very crowded, and not as reliable as we’d all like it to beSometimes getting around can feel chaotic or even unsafe, whether you’re traveling on a bike, by foot, in a wheelchair, on Muni or in a carED: Add story about trying to take MUNI during a major service disruption and how you understand it can be frustrating to not be able to get to work, or back home on time.  We hear from people every day who are experiencing problems with our local transportation system, and whose lives are impacted by poor road conditions, problems with Muni and disorder on our streets.This situation is not OK. And unfortunately it’s been getting worse for decades because the funding hasn’t been available to fix it.If we don’t do something now to reverse this trend, the situation will get worse, even if no more people move here. But all the indicators say San Francisco will continue to grow.



Background 

 2013: Mayor’s Transportation 
Task Force recommended 
multiple new funding sources, 
including a Transportation 
General Obligation Bond 

 May 5, 2014: Transportation 
and Road Improvement GO 
Bond approved at Capital 
Planning Committee 

 May 13, 2014: Bond introduced 
by Mayor Lee and all 11 Board 
of Supervisors members 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federal funding for transportation is drying up, but city transportation needs are growing.Muni is often described as underfunded and its structural deficits are real.TTF started with a comprehensive assessment of needs to validate these needs against city prioritiesSFMTA, BART, AC Transit, SFCTA and MTC participated and shared information to ensure decisions were well-informed and made in the context of the whole system and other funding sources.In addition to information and discussion, the task force visited facilities to understand the problems associated with transit that cannot be solved simply with operating funds or grants



Urgent Funding Need 
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Transportation & Road Improvement Bond 
5 GO Bond 
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1. Provide faster and more reliable transit   $230 M 
2. Improve safety and accessibility at transit stops $30 M 
3. Fix obsolete Muni facilities to create productive 
working conditions and improve vehicle maintenance  $70 M 

4. Invest in development of critical capital projects 
along key transit corridors  $28 M 
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5. Improve pedestrian safety through focused 
engineering efforts at high-injury locations  $68 M 

6. Install modern traffic lights to improve safety and 
mobility $22 M 

7. Build “Complete Streets” that enable safe, 
convenient and comfortable travel for all users and 
provide safer, well-defined bikeways 

$52 M 

Total $500 M 
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Improved Transit: 2014 GO Bond 

Facility upgrades Transit-priority investment  Accessible transit stops More reliable service on 
key routes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Significant improvements to Muni that’ll make the system more reliable and safer while reducing travel times – we have started to make these investments with our limited resources but we have a long way to go. Transportation 2030 will allow us to:Invest in improving our transit stops and better organizing our roadwaysImprove safety and accessibility for Muni ridersKeep traffic flowing by reorganizing key transit corridors to prioritize MuniAllow Muni to run fasterWe’ve already accomplished some improvements like those described here, and they’re making a difference for our customers. 



Project Highlight: TEP/Muni Forward 

Infrastructure upgrades 
resulting in: 
 Better reliability and on-

time performance 
 Faster travel times  
 More user-friendly 

customer experiences 
 More accessible service 
 Safer boardings on 

busiest routes  
 Better air quality and less 

congestion 
 Shorter wait times   
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Muni Forward Rapid Network Capital Projects 
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Safer Streets: 2014 GO Bond 

Wider crosswalks Traffic calming Well-defined bikeways Modern traffic signals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of the projects funded through the Transportation 2030 measures would make San Francisco safer for people walking, biking, driving, and taking transitDesign streets to make them safer for people who walk and bike with the aim of reducing the number of accidents, and giving priority to safety projects at locations with the highest number of traffic injuriesImprovements that make our streets safer by reducing the chances of traffic incidentsMake people walking more visible to driversSeparate bikes from cars and make it clearer who has right of wayUpgrade intersections with modern traffic signals and traffic controllers, and pedestrian countdown signals to improve intersection safetyImprovements include:Wider sidewalks and crosswalksModern traffic signals with pedestrian countdowns and left turn phasesTraffic calming measures Up to 27 miles of well-defined bikeways that protect all road users$300 million from all relevant bond categories to support Vision Zero goals



Project Highlight: WalkFirst 

Complete Capital Improvements Identified in 
WalkFirst Phases 1 & 2 with Treatments such as: 
 Refuge islands 
 Speed tables 
 Corner bulb-outs 
 Traffic signals 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
$300 million from all relevant bond categories to support Vision Zero goals



Moving Toward Vision Zero 

More than $300 million in infrastructure improvements 
that prevent traffic injuries and support Vision Zero 
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Targeted safety upgrades Modern traffic signals Complete Streets projects Transit stop safety 



Improve Transportation 

 Reduce travel times on Muni routes that serve 280,000 

 Improve accessibility of transit stops, sidewalks, Muni 
buses, BART/Muni stations 

 Improve maintenance facilities & procedures to 
enhance Muni’s reliability 

 Build 27 miles of safe, well-defined bikeways that 
protect all road users 

 Invest more than $300 million in infrastructure 
improvements that prevent traffic injuries to support 
Vision Zero 

 Secure from the MTC matching funds to improve 
Muni 
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Common Criteria • Safety 
• Age of asset 
• Intensity of use 
• Project readiness/ coordination with other 

projects and departments 
• Public or community input 
• Type of asset 
• Location of asset and geographic equity  

Program Specific 
Criteria 

• Each program will rely on existing 
prioritization criteria uniquely relevant to 
the specific program  

Equity Analysis 
Review 

• Projects reviewed for progress toward 
equity goals 

Project Selection 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer to handout for additional project selection criteria



GO Bond Accountability 

Oversight Audits and Reports: GOBOC will review, 
audit, and report on expenditure of bond 
proceeds. 
 
BOS approval of individual bond issuances 
and supplemental appropriations. 

Reporting Public reporting on expenditures through 
website, CPC and BOS as part of 10 year 
capital plan and annual capital budget 
processes. 
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Resolution 

“The San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency Board of Directors 
urges the Board of Supervisors to place the 
$500 million transportation general 
obligation bond on the November 2014 
ballot.” 
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Thank You 
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